Summary. --After a simple change of co-ordinates we can perform an 03. ~ analysis for which the ratio of photo~ mass squared to photon energy in the rest system of the proton is fixed. Identifying the poles of the Fourier transforms with Lorcntz poles leads us to a model in which the photon picks up part of the proton and scatters off the remainder of the proton by Lorentz-pole exchange. Different Lorentz poles are linked together by current conservaiion. It is predicted that the ratio at:at tends to zero at infinity.
We consider the ~bsorptive p~rt of the ~mplitude for the forw~rd sc~t-tering of a sp~wclikc ((cha, rged ~) photon with momentum k on ~ particle with m~ss M an(t spin s i~b, (k, p) 
(1)
The notations are throughout the same as in (~.2). Let us denote as usual w. ROlL
We introduce a timelike four-vector Q by
From (3) we deduce
Instead of the four-vectors k and p which span the seven-dimensional manifold
we can also use as co-ordinates the vectors Q and p and as seventh parameter the ratio x -1 (2) varying over --CX:) < x--l< CuD. M~,, (Q, p)q,,, = M~,v(k , p) ,,q, and subject it to an Oa. 1 analysis using the formalism displayed in (1.2) with minor adjustments only. If the particle with momentum p is at rest and the space component of Q has the direction of the positive third axis Q ~ (1 cosh 0, 0, 0, 1 sinh0),
we obtain asymptotic expansions in powers of e a for 0-->-4-cr which leave x fixed. For x > 0 we have
e~ =T2v 1-4- '.
Therefore 0 ~-4-~ implies v ~ -4-c~. In this limit we have for 1 z __ M~x2 (8) a = x -4-2My -4-0@-2).
